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The Failure of the Neo-Liberal Approach to Poverty Brian Caterino 2022-10-08 This book examines the foundation and progress of the Rochester Monroe AntiPoverty Initiative (RMAPI). Poverty has once again become a major issue in American cities, and nowhere more so than Rochester, which has one of the highest
rates of poverty in the nation. RMAPI was established to reduce poverty, yet in the five years since its formation the poverty rate is essentially unchanged. Analyzing
the reasons behind its failure, this book argues that the very nature of the organizational framework is part of the problem, and that RMAPI’s project is caught up with
contradictory imperatives of neo-liberal welfare reforms. More than just a study of local interest, the book uses Rochester as a case study to illuminate the limits of the
neo-liberal approach to poverty. It will appeal to all those interested in political science, urban politics, community studies, welfare policy and public administration.
Administratively Adrift Scott A. Bass 2022-06-09 The multiple crises of 2020–21 have presented both challenges and opportunities for change in four-year residential
colleges and universities. Evidence indicates that the historic structure of administrative and student services is increasingly mismatched to the needs of a diverse and
stressed student body born in a digital age. Inspired by his leadership in a university-wide initiative that focused on how students' interactions with both academic and
professional staff affect their success and well-being, Scott A. Bass presents fresh insights on the inner workings of traditional nonprofit four-year degree residential
institutions. The book describes the influences of history, tradition, and internal and external pressures on the American university, highlighting its evolution to its staid
and fragmented structure; it distills voices of students, faculty, and staff; and it explores how successful organizations outside of higher education deliver services,
with potential applicability for the academy's ability to meet students where they are.
Handbook of Research on Developing Competencies for Pre-Health Professional Students, Advisors, and Programs Ganjoo, Rohini 2022-05-27 Today, there is a
significant need for healthcare professionals across disciplines and sectors as the world faces unprecedented health challenges and adopts innovative healthcare
technologies. Despite this demand for a competent and eager healthcare workforce, the education and processes to becoming a qualified healthcare professional are
complex and intricate, which may turn people away from this path due to confusion, fear, or doubt. In order to encourage and support those involved in medical
education, further study on the best practices and challenges of developing confident and capable health professionals is required. The Handbook of Research on
Developing Competencies for Pre-Health Professional Students, Advisors, and Programs provides insight into the critical skills and expertise essential for those
interested in pursuing employment in healthcare as well as current procedures and training to support them during their academic and professional careers. Covering
topics such as lifelong learning skills, healthcare professions, and strategic learning, this major reference work is crucial for advisors, nurses, healthcare professionals,
academicians, researchers, practitioners, scholars, instructors, and students.
Geo-Politics in Northeast Asia Akihiro Iwashita 2022-08-03 Geo-Politics in Northeast Asia focuses on the dynamics of Northeast Asia as a region. The chapters in this
book offer a nuanced approach for understanding the geo-politics of this strategically critical area of the world. Focusing on China, Japan, Russia, and the Koreas, as
well as the involvement of the United States, the contributors to the volume offer a timely and critical analysis of Northeast Asia. They collectively emphasize the

different scales at which the region holds significance, and particularly note how the region is often granted significance by local political forces as well as national
interests. Borderlands and sub-regions are especially important in this perspective, and the contributors show both how regionalism influences the people living in
these areas and how they in turn shape the political priorities of states. At the same time, the worsening of relations between Japan and the Koreas and the
increasing assertiveness of both China and Russia make it essential to understand the dynamics of the region, as well as how they have changed during and
following the Trump era. Geo-Politics in Northeast Asia is essential reading for students and scholars of Political Geography, International Relations and Strategic
Studies, as well as for those with a research focus on Northeast Asia, or the wider Asia-Pacific and Indo-Pacific regions.
Road Vehicle Automation 9 Gereon Meyer 2022-08-10 This book is the ninth volume of a sub-series on Road Vehicle Automation, published as part of the Lecture
Notes in Mobility. It gathers contributions to the Automated Road Transportation Symposium (ARTS), held on July 12-15, 2021, as a fully virtual event, and as a
continuation of TRB's annual summer symposia on automated vehicle systems. Written by researchers, engineers and analysts from around the globe, this book
offers a multidisciplinary perspectives on the opportunities and challenges associated with automating road transportation. It highlights innovative strategies, including
public policies, infrastructure planning and automated technologies, which are expected to foster sustainable and automated mobility in the near future, thus
addressing industry, government and research communities alike.
Map of Hope and Sorrow Helen Benedict 2022-06-09 Helen Benedict, award-winning British-American professor of journalism at Columbia University, teams up with
Syrian writer and refugee, Eyad Awwadawnan, to present the stories of five refugees who have endured long and dangerous journeys from the Middle East and Africa
to Greece. Hasan, Asmahan, Evans, Mursal and Calvin each tell their story, tracing the trajectory of their lives from homes and families in Syria, Afghanistan, Nigeria
and Cameroon to the brutal refugee camps, where they are trapped in a strange and hostile world. These are compelling, first-person stories of resilience, suffering
and hope, told in a depth rarely seen in non-fiction, partly because one of the authors is a refugee himself, and partly because both authors spent years getting to
know the interviewees and winning their trust. The women and men in this book tell their stories in their own words, retaining control and dignity, while revealing
intimate and heartfelt scenes from their lives. There are more displaced people on the globe than ever since World War Two, fleeing a combination of war, civil unrest,
religious conflict, dire poverty, local violence and climate change - forces often inextricably intertwined - just at a point when anti-immigrant, authoritarian governments
are rising all over the world, threatening democracies and breaking their postwar commitments to protect refugees and uphold human rights. As a result, refugees
today are being persecuted, demonised and denied their legal rights, both within Europe and the USA, the very places that are supposed to protect them, and that, in
some cases, caused them to become refugees in the first place. This is the scenario being played out in Greece, the major gateway to Europe for refugees from the
Middle East and Africa - a gateway that Europe has deliberately turned into a trap.
Liberal Misery Eddie Scarry 2022-06-30 Liberals, Democrats, and Leftists are rarely in a good mood. And they’re certainly not happy when in the presence of
conservatives or free-thinking independents—that is to say, when coming into contact with at least half of the country. Their tendency to zealously spread discomfort
and misery has been something of a mystery…until now. In great detail, Liberal Misery explains exactly what drives America’s Left to be such a wet blanket. From
COVID to the Black Lives Matter movement to even everyday socializing, Liberals are joyless nags. Now we know why.
English Nationalism and its Ghost Towns Luke Telford 2022-05-13 In order to understand today’s nationalism, we need to address the historical decline of workingclass communities, the sense of loss brought by deindustrialisation and how working-class people have been denied a voice in society and politics. Discontent has
manifested strongly in these deprived post-industrial areas, often branded as communities that have been left behind under neoliberal globalisation. Whilst more and
more people are voicing their discontent with a system that fails to provide social security and economic stability, many researchers have branded them merely as
racists, xenophobes and ill educated. Although prejudices are likely to play a part in all political outcomes, today’s dissatisfaction across the West cannot be reduced
to mere emotion and intolerance. This book therefore utilises on-the-ground research with working-class individuals in a Leave voting locale in Britain, exploring their
discontent with politicians, the Labour Party, the European Union, immigration, refugees and the prolonged calls for a second referendum. It situates this sentiment
towards society and politics within the decline of capitalism's post-war era and the loss of well-paid industrial jobs, increase in non-unionised service employment and
the hollowing out of community spirit.
FOCUS on Community College Success Constance Staley 2022-04-01 Staley's FOCUS ON COMMUNITY COLLEGE SUCCESS, 6th edition, equips you with the
tools and confidence to succeed in college and beyond -- including strategies to overcome the special challenges of juggling school, family and work. Extremely

practical activities help you build the focus you need to cut through distractions, transfer to four-year colleges if desired and achieve career goals. Updated with the
latest research and best career practices, it emphasizes the skills today's employers seek. It also offers tips for practicing mindfulness, coping with isolation,
managing money, conducting smart research, avoiding plagiarism, developing successful learning strategies for online classes, overcoming Zoom fatigue and more.
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Handbook on Inequalities in Sentencing and Corrections among Marginalized Populations Eileen M. Ahlin 2022-10-11 The Handbook on Inequalities in Sentencing
and Corrections among Marginalized Populations offers state-of-the-art volumes on seminal and topical issues that span the fields of sentencing and corrections. The
volume is a comprehensive and fresh approach to examining sentencing and community and institutional corrections. The book includes empirical and theoretical
essays and recent developments on the pressing concerns of persons of traditionally non-privileged statuses, including racial and ethnic minorities, indigenous
populations, gender, immigrant status, LGBTQ+, transgender, disability, aging, veterans, and other marginalized statuses. The handbook considers a wide range of
perspectives for understanding the experiences of persons who identify as a member of a traditionally marginalized group. This volume aims to help scholars and
graduate students by providing an up-to-date guide to contemporary issues facing corrections and sentencing. It will also assist practitioners with resources for
developing socially informed policies and practices. This collection of essays contributes to the knowledge base by summarizing what is known in each area and
identifying emerging areas for theoretical, empirical, and policy work. This is Volume 7 of The ASC Division on Corrections and Sentencing Handbook Series. The
handbooks provide in-depth coverage of seminal and topical issues around sentencing and corrections for scholars, students, practitioners, and policymakers.
A Shot in the Arm Yossi Sheffi 2021-10-19 In A Shot in the Arm, MIT Professor Yossi Sheffi recounts the extraordinary journey to deliver Covid-19 vaccines: from
scientific advancements to candidate vaccines and mass vaccination. It is a story of bold innovation, risk-taking, and teamwork as scientists, engineers, supply chain
experts, manufacturers, and governments collaborated on the greatest product launch in history. The book also highlights the breathtaking potential of revolutionary
mRNA technology and the vital lessons for combating other global challenges, including climate change.
Celebrity in the Time of Covid Christina S. Beck 2022-07-25 This work describes the crucial role celebrities played in the emergence of two competing narratives
about COVID-19, one a pro-science narrative that advocated for preventive measures and the other a skeptical counter narrative that denied the disease's existence
or downplayed its severity. During the first postmodern pandemic, a slew of interactions took place across a variety of platforms between prominent figures and those
who connected with them, forming parasocial communities that framed perspectives on COVID-19. The author first describes how COVID-19 unfolded in the world of
sports, then goes on to explain how supportive behavior toward public officials fueled the two competing narratives, emphasizing how celebrities themselves aided in
the development of common perspectives. The text concludes with a description of how citizens initially regarded health care professionals as "heroes," but even the
most powerful public appeals could not persuade some that COVID-19 posed a genuine threat. Exploring the polarity of publicly held beliefs, this book documents
how celebrity advocacy had a lasting effect on people's health choices during a global pandemic.
The Dragon Roars Back Suisheng Zhao 2022-11-29 China is unique in modern world history. No other rising power has experienced China's turbulent history in its
relations with neighbors and Western countries. Its sheer size dominates the region. With leader Xi Jinping's political authority unmatched, Xi's sense of mission to
restore what he believes is China's natural position as a great power drives the current course of the nation's foreign policy. When China was weak, it was
subordinated to others. Now, China is strong, and it wants others to subordinate, at least on the issues involving what it regards as core national interests. What are
the primary forces and how have these forces driven China's reemergence to global power? This book weaves together complex events, processes, and players to
provide a historically in-depth, conceptually comprehensive, and up-to-date analysis of Chinese foreign policy transition since the founding of the People's Republic of
China (PRC), arguing that transformational leaders with new visions and political wisdom to make their visions prevail are the game changers. Mao Zedong, Deng
Xiaoping, and Xi Jinping are transformational leaders who have charted unique courses of Chinese foreign policy in the quest for security, prosperity, and power. With
the ultimate decision-making authority on national security and strategic policies, these leaders have made political use of ideational forces, tailoring bureaucratic
institutions, exploiting the international power distribution, and responding strategically to the international norms and rules to advance their foreign policy agendas in
the path of China's ascendance.
THE POLITICAL ECONOMY OF CHINA-INDONESIA RELATIONS IN 2021 Muhammad Zulfikar Rahmat 2022-01-07 This book is a continuation of our previous
book, The Political Economy of Indonesia-China Relations 2021, which was published last year. The main objective of this book is to understand the different
dynamics of Indonesia-China relations in 2021. It attempts to offer an analysis of various important events that occurred in the past year as well as providing

recommendations for alternative policies that can be carried out by the government, relevant agencies, and other stakeholders in order to ensure that the relationship
between Jakarta and Beijing are mutually beneficial for the two parties. Some of the chapters in this book have been published by international media such as Asia
Sentinel, The Diplomat, The Conversation, and The ASEAN Post. We hope this book can open a new window for readers to see the dynamics of Indonesia-China
relations from various perspectives. The author hopes that this work can become a reference for students and researchers who are interested in foreign policy issues
and the politics of international cooperation.
Facebook Nation Newton Lee 2021 This book explores total information awareness empowered by social media. At the FBI Citizens Academy in February 2021, I
asked the FBI about the January 6 Capitol riot organized on social media that led to the unprecedented ban of a sitting U.S. President by all major social networks. In
March 2021, Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg, Google CEO Sundar Pichai, and Twitter CEO Jack Dorsey appeared before Congress to face criticism about their
handling of misinformation and online extremism that culminated in the storming of Capitol Hill. With more than three billion monthly active users, Facebook family of
apps is by far the world's largest social network. Facebook as a nation is bigger than the top three most populous countries in the world: China, India, and the United
States. Social media has enabled its users to inform and misinform the public, to appease and disrupt Wall Street, to mitigate and exacerbate the COVID-19
pandemic, and to unite and divide a country. Mark Zuckerberg once said, "We exist at the intersection of technology and social issues." He should have heeded his
own words. In October 2021, former Facebook manager-turned-whistleblower Frances Haugen testified at the U.S. Senate that Facebook's products "harm children,
stoke division, and weaken our democracy." This book offers discourse and practical advice on information and misinformation, cybersecurity and privacy issues,
cryptocurrency and business intelligence, social media marketing and caveats, e-government and e-activism, as well as the pros and cons of total information
awareness including the Edward Snowden leaks. "Highly recommended." - T. D. Richardson, Choice Magazine "A great book for social media experts." - Will M.,
AdWeek "Parents in particular would be well advised to make this book compulsory reading for their teenage children..." - David B. Henderson, ACM Computing
Reviews.
Higher Education and the COVID-19 Pandemic 2022-06-13 Higher Education and the COVID-19 Pandemic explores how higher education institutions and systems
around the world responded to the COVID-19 pandemic, managed transition to online learning, and adjusted to the new post-COVID reality.
Public Administration in America Michael E. Milakovich 2022-01-01 Combining emerging trends, challenges and ethical considerations with current research,
Milakovich/Gordon's PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION IN AMERICA, 12th edition, gives you a behind-the-scenes look at day-to-day operations of government
administrative agencies as it examines policies and procedures across various levels of U.S. government. The most current concerns in public administration are
analyzed from the second Obama administration, the Trump presidency and the beginning of President Biden's term. Up-to-date discussions explore the many
challenges posed by the COVID-19 pandemic, homeland security concerns, ongoing health care debates and more. Point/Counterpoint features enable you to debate
and discuss key issues. As it builds your knowledge of core concepts, the text also highlights the path to a fulfilling career in politics and public administration -- and
how you can make a difference. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook
version.
COVID-19 and a World of Ad Hoc Geographies Stanley D. Brunn 2022-10-17 This book provides an interdisciplinary overview of the causes and impacts of COVID19 on populations, economies, politics, institutions and environments from all world regions. The book maps the causes, effects and impacts of the virus and
describes the impact of the virus on among others health care, teaching and learning, travel, tourism, daily life, local and regional economies, media impacts,
elections, and indigenous populations and much more. Contributions to this book come from the humanities, social and policy science disciplines as well as from
emerging transdisciplinary fields including climate change, sustainability, health care and epidemiology, security, art, visualization, economic and social well-being,
law and borderland studies. As such, this book will be a rich source of information to all those geographers, social scientists and urban and regional planners working
in this field.
A State of Fear Laura Dodsworth 2021-05-17 This is a book about fear. Fear of a virus. Fear of death. Fear of losing our jobs, our democracy, our human
connections, our health and our minds. It's also about how the government weaponised our fear against us – supposedly in our best interests – until we were one of
the most frightened countries in the world. But why did the government deliberately frighten us? How has this affected us as individuals and as a country? Who is
involved in the decision-making that affects our lives? How are behavioural science and nudge theory being used to subliminally manipulate us? How does the media
leverage fear? What are the real risks to our wellbeing? Ahead of any official inquiry into the handling of the Covid-19 pandemic, Laura Dodsworth explores all these

questions and more, in a nuanced and thought-provoking discussion of an extraordinary year in British life and politics. With stories from members of the general
public who were impacted by fear, anxiety and isolation, and revealing interviews with psychologists, politicians, scientists, lawyers, Whitehall advisers and journalists,
A State of Fear calls for a more hopeful, transparent and effective democracy.
Targeting the Nation's Youth Bruce J. Gevirtzman 2022-04-18 This text goes into depth on how the new woke books, ideologies, workshops, and seminars have
charged—sometimes covertly—into the schools.
Climatenomics Bob Keefe 2022-05-17 Climatenomics explains how climate change is no longer just an environmental or social issue; it’s now an economic issue.
Climatenomics is rattling the foundation of our economy at its very core, and this economic earthquake just might be the thing that saves our planet.
Concrete Planet Robert Courland 2022-06-21 Concrete: We use it for our buildings, bridges, dams, and roads. We walk on it, drive on it, and many of us live and work
within its walls. But very few of us know what it is. We take for granted this ubiquitous substance, which both literally and figuratively comprises much of modern
civilization's constructed environment; yet the story of its creation and development features a cast of fascinating characters and remarkable historical episodes.
Featuring a new epilogue on the Surfside condominium collapse and the current state of infrastructure in America, this book delves into this history, opening readers'
eyes at every turn. In a lively narrative peppered with intriguing details, author Robert Courland describes how some of the most famous personalities of history
became involved in the development and use of concrete-including King Herod the Great of Judea, the Roman emperor Hadrian, Thomas Edison (who once owned
the largest concrete cement plant in the world), and architect Frank Lloyd Wright. Courland points to recent archaeological evidence suggesting that the discovery of
concrete directly led to the Neolithic Revolution and the rise of the earliest civilizations. Much later, the Romans reached extraordinarily high standards for concrete
production, showcasing their achievement in iconic buildings like the Coliseum and the Pantheon. Amazingly, with the fall of the Roman Empire, the secrets of
concrete manufacturing were lost for over a millennium. The author explains that when concrete was rediscovered in the late eighteenth century it was initially viewed
as an interesting novelty or, at best, a specialized building material suitable only for a narrow range of applications. It was only toward the end of the nineteenth
century that the use of concrete exploded. During this rapid expansion, industry lobbyists tried to disguise the fact that modern concrete had certain defects and
critical shortcomings. It is now recognized that modern concrete, unlike its Roman predecessor, gradually disintegrates with age. Compounding this problem is
another distressing fact: the manufacture of concrete cement is a major contributor to global warming. Concrete Planet is filled with incredible stories, fascinating
characters, surprising facts, and an array of intriguing insights into the building material that forms the basis of the infrastructure on which we depend.
Activism and Authoritarian Governance in Asia Amy Barrow 2022-09-30 This interdisciplinary book offers a new analysis of the concepts, spaces, and practices of
activism that emerge under diverse authoritarian modes of governance in Asia. Demonstrating the limitations of existing conceptual approaches in accounting for
activism in Asia, the book also offers new understandings of authoritarian governance practices and how these shape state-civil society relations. In conjunction with
its tripartite theoretical framework, the book presents regional knowledge from an array of countries in Asia, with empirically rich contributions from both scholars and
activists. Through in-depth case studies, the book offers new scholarly insights that highlight the ways in which activism emerges and is contested across Asia. As
such, it will be of interest to students and scholars of Asian politics, law, and sociology.
A College for All Californians George R. Boggs 2021 This is the first comprehensive and contemporary history of the largest and most diverse public system of higher
education in the United States. Serving over 2 million students annually--approximately one-quarter of the nation's community college undergraduates--California's
116 community colleges play an indispensable role in career and transfer education in North America and have maintained an outsized influence on the evolution of
postsecondary education nationally. A College for All Californians chronicles the sector's emergence from K-12 institutions, its evolving mission and growth following
World War II and the G.I. Bill For Education, the expansion of its ever-broadening mission, and its essential role in the 1960 Master Plan for Higher Education.
Chapters cover California's junior and community colleges' development, mission, governance, faculty, finances, athletics, student support services, and more. It also
examines the successes and ongoing political, financial, and educational challenges confronting this uniquely American educational experiment. Book Features:
Encapsulates the evolution and contemporary status of our nation's largest and most diverse undergraduate education system. Examines how the colleges were
influenced by the political, economic, and social issues of the day. Includes new historical information affecting postsecondary education in California. Analyzes some
of the most important current and emerging issues that will continue to influence California's community colleges.
Art Judgements: Art on Trial in Russia after Perestroika Sandra Frimmel 2022-03-29 An unusually large number of court cases against art, artists, and curators have
taken place in Russia since the turn of the century. In reference to two of the most prominent, against the organizers of the exhibitions 'Caution, Religion!' and

'Forbidden Art 2006', the author examines the ways in which the meaning of art and its socio-political effects are argued in court: How do these trials attempt to
establish a normative concept of art, and furthermore a binding juridical understanding of art? How is the discussion of what is permissible in art being framed in
Russia today? Research into the post-Soviet art trials has been mainly journal-driven until today. Only the fairly recent trials of the Pussy Riot activists and Pyotr
Pavlensky provoked lengthy publications, but these are mostly concerned with explicitly political and activist art rather than its particular discourse when on trial. This
book, however, takes a scholarly approach towards (Russian) art on trial. It puts the cases in a national-historical context, which is compared from international
perspectives, and particularly focuses on the way in which these proceedings have intensified juridical power over artistic freedom (of speech) in the production of art
in Russia. This book will appeal to academics and students in the areas of art history, cultural science, sociology, and Slavic studies, as well as jurists, curators and
museum specialists, researchers and employees in cultural institutions.
Toward a More Perfect Union Timothy S. Goeglein 2023-02-01 It has sadly become evident that over the past seventy years, Americans have become increasingly
ignorant of our nation's founding principles. Civic education and American history have either not been taught or have been deliberately mistaught throughout our
nation's public— and in numerous cases, even our private—education system. This lack of education or misinformation has placed our nation in great peril, and we
are seeing the consequences unfold daily in our corporate boardrooms, halls of power, and streets. This book is the prescription for returning our nation to a healthy
culture for all.
Fighting the Last War Tamir Bar-On 2021 This book argues that the political and security threats posed by the domestic radical right in Western countries have been
consistently exaggerated since 1945. This has allowed governments to justify censoring and repressing their political opponents, including many who cannot be fairly
described as being affiliated with the radical right.
A Year Like No Other Ruth Patrick 2022-09-13 Money was already tight for UK families living on a low income before the COVID-19 pandemic, but national
lockdowns made life much harder. Telling the stories of these families, this book exposes the ways that pre-existing inequalities, insecurities and hardships were
amplified during the pandemic for families who were already in poverty before COVID-19, as well as those pushed into poverty by the economic fallout it created.
Drawing on the Covid Realities research programme, and developed in partnership with parents and carers, it explores experiences of home-schooling, social security
receipt and government, community and charitable support. This book sets out all that is wrong with the status quo, while also offering a powerful agenda for change.
Also see ‘COVID-19 Collaborations: Researching Poverty and Low-Income Family Life during the Pandemic’ (Open Access) to find out more about the challenges of
carrying out research during COVID-19.
Asia-Pacific Regional Security Assessment 2022 The International Institute for Strategic Studies (IISS) 2022-06-10 The Asia-Pacific Regional Security Assessment
examines key regional security issues relevant to the policy-focused discussions of the IISS Shangri-La Dialogue, Asia’s premier defence summit convened by the
International Institute for Strategic Studies. It is published each year in association with the Dialogue and the issues analysed within its covers are central to
discussions at the event. Among the topics explored are: US Indo-Pacific strategy, alliances and security partnerships; Chinese perspectives on regional security;
Taiwan’s security and the possibility of conflict; the continuing challenges posed by North Korea’s nuclear and missile programmes; the nuclear dynamics of SinoAmerican security relations; air and naval operations in the Asia-Pacific; Sino-American technology competition; Japan’s competition and cooperation with China;
India’s role in the Quadrilateral Security Dialogue (Quad); the evolving regional security engagement of European states and the European Union; China’s role as an
upstream state in the Mekong sub-region; and the climate crisis and Asia-Pacific security. As this volume goes to press, the war in Ukraine overshadows the
international security landscape and many chapters in this volume touch on the conflict’s ramifications for security in the Asia-Pacific. Authors include leading regional
analysts and academics at the forefront of research and analysis: Aidan Foster-Carter, James Crabtree, Peter A. Dutton, Brian Eyler, Michael Green, Sheryn Lee,
Jeffrey G. Lewis, Tanvi Madan, Jeffrey Mazo, Ben Schreer, Yun Sun, Nicholas Szechenyi, Brendan Taylor, Ashley Townshend and Paul Triolo.
Pakistan's Foreign Policy Ghulam Ali 2022-07-08 This book analyses Pakistan’s foreign policy and external relations with a focus on contemporary developments. It is
structured in two parts – Foundation and Operationalization. The foundation provides a broad overview of Pakistan’s foreign policy and addresses specific foreign
policy topics from a theoretical perspective such as foreign policy under Imran Khan, Pakistan’s middle power status and the role of military in influencing foreign
policy decision making. The second part covers Pakistan’s relations with its all four neighbors (India, China, Afghanistan and Iran), with the US, Russia and EU.
Based on in-depth interviews with Pakistani scholars, politicians and diplomats, the book offers a timely perspective on Pakistan’s foreign policy. The book will be of

interest to academics working on Pakistan, South Asian Politics, Security and Conflict Studies, International Relations and Foreign Policy and Asian Studies.
Greening China’s New Silk Roads Ferguson, R. J. 2021-12-07 This timely book offers a critical account of key governance challenges of the Belt and Road Initiative
(BRI). Illustrating China’s efforts to expand its idea of a sustainable eco-civilization, thereby ‘greening’ the BRI, it explores the disputes that have emerged from this
process and subsequent complications resulting from geopolitical competition.
The Post-Pandemic World and Global Politics AKM Ahsan Ullah
Technology Entrepreneurship and Sustainable Development Pradeep Ray 2022-07-18 This book discusses the need for entrepreneurship for sustainable
development from the perspective of Asia, the fastest growing region in the world. The world is now witnessing a spectacular rise of technology entrepreneurship,
involving mobile phones, artificial intelligence, geospatial information systems and social media. On the other hand, governments all over the world, particularly those
in low and medium income countries, are facing severe resource constraints in developing the livelihood and well-being of citizens. Although many non-government
organizations (NGOs) have worked on various development projects in a number of social sectors such as health, education, disabilities, poverty alleviation and
environment, there is still substantial scope for technological innovation, including more efficient, effective and user-friendly solutions in different parts of the world.
This book is organized into 2 parts and consists of 17 chapters. The first part explores education and well-being, and the second part discusses the climate,
environment and disaster management.
Language as a Social Determinant of Health Federico Marco Federici 2022-02-22 This edited volume demonstrates the fundamental role translation and interpreting
play in multilingual crises. During the COVID-19 pandemic, limited language proficiency of the main language(s) in which information is disseminated exposed people
to additional risks, and the contributors analyse risk communication plans and strategies used throughout the world to communicate measures through translation and
interpreting. They show that a political willingness to understand the role of language in public health could lead local and national measures to success, sampling
approaches from across four continents. The book will be of interest to students and scholars of healthcare translation and interpreting, sociolinguistics and crisis
communication, as well as practitioners of risk and crisis communication and professional translators and interpreters.
Sanctions as War 2021-12-20 Sanctions as War is the first critical analysis of economic sanctions from a global perspective. Featuring case studies from 11
sanctioned countries and theoretical essays, it will be of immediate interest to those interested in understanding how sanctions became the common sense of
American foreign policy.
Your Data, Their Billions Jane S. Hoffman 2022-04-19 THE GUIDE TO USING EVERYDAY TECH—FROM GOOGLE SEARCHES AND AMAZON TO GPS AND
FACEBOOK—WITH EYES WIDE OPEN. What if somebody knew everything about you? Your . . . • relationships: work, social, and private • family history, finances,
and medical records • even your exact location . . . at any time of the day • personal preferences and purchases Somebody does. That somebody is “Big Tech.”
Facebook, Google, Amazon, Apple, and Microsoft know more about you than you do. And they make billions of dollars by cashing in on your private data. Our
personal data, which Big Tech companies get for free, is the engine that drives the unregulated, free-for-all, Wild West world called the digital marketplace. These
corporate giants may bring us information and entertainment, convenience and connection, but they also do a lot of harm by: • threatening our privacy, discovering
and disseminating our personal information. • spreading dangerous misinformation from foreign governments and bad actors. • manipulating our behavior, affecting
what we see, buy . . . even who we vote for. So, what can we do about it? This eye-opening book provides vital information that has been out of reach to those who
need it most—the millions of Facebook, Google, Amazon, Apple, and Microsoft users who have come to love and depend upon these digital products. Veteran
consumer advocate Jane Hoffman makes the complex world of Big Tech simple to grasp as she reveals exactly how Big Tech uses—and abuses—your personal
information. And she proposes a bold blueprint for reforming these corporate behemoths—including a data dividend. Your Data, Their Billions is a guidebook to
everything at stake in our digital society, from Big Tech’s overreach into our daily lives to its practices that threaten our democracy. Knowledge is power—and it starts
here.
Social Inequality Heather M. Fitz Gibbon 2022-09-13 The eleventh edition of Social Inequality: Forms, Causes, and Consequences is an introduction to the study of
social inequality. Fully updated statistics and examples convey the pervasiveness and extent of social inequality in the United States. The authors use an
intersectional perspective to show how inequality occurs, how it affects all of us, and what is being done about it. With more resources and supplementary examples,
exercises, and applications embedded throughout to aid students’ learning and visualization of important concepts, the book provides a rich theoretical treatment to
address the current state of inequality. In line with current affairs, the authors have expanded the content to include: An intersectional approach throughout the

chapters; A stronger emphasis on the connections between poverty, wealth, and income inequality; New case studies on the opioid epidemic, COVID-19, the lead
poisoning crisis, and climate change; A new focus on the rise of right-wing movements. With additional content and classroom extensions available online for
instructors, Social Inequality remains an ideal and invaluable overview of the subject and provides undergraduate students with a robust understanding of social
inequality from a sociological perspective.
Healthcare Analytics Edward M. Rafalski 2022-08-09 The first COVID-19 case in the US was reported on January 20, 2020. As the first cases were being reported in
the US, Washington State became a reliable source not just for hospital bed demand based on incidence and community spread but also for modeling the impact of
skilled nursing facilities and assisted living facilities on hospital bed demand. Various hospital bed demand modeling efforts began in earnest across the United States
in university settings, private consulting and health systems. Nationally, the University of Washington Institute of Health Metrics and Evaluation seemed to gain a
footing and was adopted as a source for many states for its ability to predict the epidemiological curve by state, including the peak. This book therefore addresses a
compelling need for documenting what has been learned by the academic and professional healthcare communities in healthcare analytics and disaster
preparedness to this point in the pandemic. What is clear, at least from the US perspective, is that the healthcare system was unprepared and uncoordinated from an
analytics perspective. Learning from this experience will only better prepare all healthcare systems and leaders for future crisis. Both prospectively, from a modeling
perspective and retrospectively from a root cause analysis perspective, analytics provide clarity and help explain causation and data relationships. A more structured
approach to teaching healthcare analytics to students, using the pandemic and the rich dataset that has been developed, provides a ready-made case study from
which to learn and inform disaster planning and preparedness. The pandemic has strained the healthcare and public health systems. Researchers and practitioners
must learn from this crisis to better prepare our processes for future pandemics, at minimum. Finally, government officials and policy makers can use this data to
decide how best to assist the healthcare and public health systems in crisis.
Trans Identities in the French Media Romain Chareyron 2022 This collection of essays reflects on the questions of trans visibility and recognition in a French context
through engagement in media analysis.
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